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Abstract Plant roots have a large range of functions,
including acquisition of water and nutrients, as well as
structural support. Dissecting the genetic and molecular
mechanisms controlling rice root development is critical for
the development of new rice ideotypes that are better
adapted to adverse conditions and for the production of
sustainably achieved rice yield potential. Most knowledge

regarding the gene networks involved in root development
has been accumulated in the model dicotyledon plant
species Arabidopsis thaliana. Rice, the model monocotyle-
don species, presents several singularities compared to A.
thaliana, including a root architecture characterized by a
fibrous root system comprising five types of embryonic and
postembryonic roots. The anatomy and morphology of the
rice root system, which is typical for a cereal, differs from
that of A. thaliana, for instance, by the presence of a
lysigenous cortex and additional cell layers compared to the
dicotyledon model. Moreover, the structure and functions
of the root apical meristem (RAM) of rice are distinct from
those of A. thaliana. Recently, several rice root mutants
have been identified via forward or reverse genetics, and
these will aid in forming hypothesis to characterize either
the divergence or conservation of genetic pathways relative
to A. thaliana. Furthermore, these mutants will help to
identify key genes in rice roots that may be missing in A.
thaliana. This review summarizes both classical and recent
data concerning the molecular genetics of rice root
development, including root anatomy and morphology,
RAM structure, RAM patterning, and root mutants.
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Introduction

The root system performs essential functions during plant
development, including anchoring and water and nutrient
uptake. For instance, a deep, thick, and branched root
system is correlated with better survival under adverse
conditions, such as water or nutrient deficits. The structure
of a root system is determined by an endogenous genetic
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program as well as by external environmental factors,
including biotic and abiotic stresses. The high adaptive
plasticity of root development complicates the genetic
dissection of genes controlling root structure variation and
represents a bottleneck for the efficient selection of specific
root ideotypes [15]. Genetic control of root development
has been studied mainly through quantitative trait loci
(QTL) analysis, and a wide range of QTLs associated with
small–medium effects on root biomass, root length, root
number (either under control or abiotic stress conditions)
has been identified in rice (see for instance [48, 49, 63, 74,
85, 97–99]; however, no root mutants have been character-
ized at the molecular level. Fine mapping of root QTLs is
complicated by the high plasticity of root development,
which, in turn, necessitates accurate phenotyping using a
large mapping population. This explains why no root QTLs
has been cloned in rice; the same holds true in A. thaliana,
with a single exception [82]. Recently, several monogenic
root-specific mutants were identified in rice (Table 1). They
can be roughly classified into distinct mutant categories,
i.e., affected in root formation, root differentiation, RAM
patterning, RAM specification, initial cell behavior, and
auxin-related mutants. Reverse genetics has also been used
to analyze the functions of key root developmental genes in
rice that were previously identified in A. thaliana (for a
review, see [81]). In this article, we review the present
knowledge about the molecular genetics of root develop-
ment in the monocot model plant, rice, and compare several
specific processes with what is known for the dicot model,
A. thaliana. We also emphasize the cellular aspects of rice
root development and suggest future directions to decipher
specific genetic and molecular mechanisms involved in root
development in rice.

Root architecture

The rice root system consists of different types of roots

Like in other cereals, root architecture in rice is composed
of several embryonic and postembryonic types of roots.
The rice root system is comprised of five root types,
including the embryonic roots as well as the postembryonic
roots: the radicle, the embryonic crown roots, the postem-
bryonic crown roots, the large lateral roots, and the small
lateral roots [33] (Fig. 1). The radicle first emerges by
breaking the coleorhiza (Fig. 1a). Two to 3 days after
germination, five embryonic crown roots emerge from the
coleoptilar node by breaking the sheath (Fig. 1a) during the
first and second leaf emergence stages.

Later, adventitious postembryonic crown roots, also
called nodal roots, emerge from the nodes on the stem
and tillers arranged in one or two rows (Fig. 1b). For

example, more than 100 crown roots are present 40 days
after germination in cv Nipponbare plants grown under
hydroponic conditions, forming a fibrous root system
(Fig. 1b). Root ramification is also partially responsible
for this fibrous architecture. Indeed, lateral rice roots can
appear on any primary root, including embryonic and
crown roots, and can be classified into two main anatomical
types [77] (Fig. 1a, c). Thin small lateral roots exhibiting
determinate growth are by far the most numerous (Fig. 1a).
A few large lateral roots, which are thinner in diameter than
primary roots, can also be observed. They display indeter-
minate growth and can also bear small lateral roots
(Fig. 1c). Moreover, the small lateral roots elongate
laterally, whereas the large lateral roots elongate down-
ward, suggesting that the small lateral roots do not respond
to gravity. Higher orders of branching can also be
observed in the large lateral roots of the crown roots that
emerge at later growth stages [55]. Small lateral roots
exhibit determinate growth and never bear lateral roots,
whereas all other root types have indeterminate growth
and bear numerous lateral roots, suggesting a different
function for these two types of lateral roots.

Root and shoot development is synchronized and depends
on environmental conditions

The concept of a phytomer was established 45 years ago
[56]. A phytomer is a developmental unit composed (in
rice) of a leaf, a node to which the leaf is attached, an
axillary bud, which will eventually give rise to a tiller, and
two rings of crown roots formed above and under each
node and called the “upper root” and the “lower root”
(Fig. 2a). The coleoptilar phytomer is, by convention, the
zeroth phytomer (Fig. 2b). By using the developmental
stage of the shoot as a reference, which is evaluated by the
phyllochron (time interval between the initiation of two
successive leaves on the shoot) index, it is possible to assay
the developmental stage of crown root emergence (except
for the crown roots of the first phytomer), which is closely
related to leaf emergence [25, 56]. The relationship between
the internode, the node, and the position of embryonic roots
is shown in Fig. 2b. The radicle belongs to the coleoptilar
phytomer, and embryonic crown roots belong to the first
phytomer (Fig. 2b). When a visible leaf blade emerges from
the Nth phytomer, upper and lower crown roots begin to
grow and emerge at the N–third phytomer (Fig. 2c). The
same relationship also exists for lateral roots (Fig. 2c). In
summary, secondary roots emerge during the growth of the
leaf blade of the fourth phytomer, tertiary roots emerge
during emergence of the fifth phytomer, and so on [25].
Postembryonic root emergence proceeds acropetally, and
the mature rice root system is mainly made up of crown
roots represented by diverse ages, which depend on the
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phytomer of origin. Crown root primordia formation is
under genetic control and is a normal developmental
process; emergence, in contrast, is controlled by environ-
mental conditions. Crown root emergence is induced in rice
following submergence [70]. Moreover, the emergence of
the crown roots is also stimulated upon flooding of the
plant and is mediated by ethylene [70].

Root anatomy

The radial anatomy of the rice roots reflects an adaptation
to semiaquatic life conditions

The radial anatomy of rice roots typifies semiaquatic plants
with specialized tissues that permit root growth during

Table 1 Specific Rice Mutants Affected in Several Aspects of Root Development

Gene Name Molecular function Refs Phenotype

RAL1 RADICLELESS 1 ND Scarpella et al.
[80]

Radicle formation, vascular
development, procambium

RAL2 RADICLELESS 2 ND Hong et al. [35]
ARL1 ADVENTITIOUS ROOTLESS 1 LOB Class I Liu et al. [67] Crown rootless
CRL1 CROW ROOT LESS 1 LOB Class I Inukai et al. [39] Crown rootless
CRL2 CROW ROOT LESS 2 ND Inukai et al. [37] Crown rootless
LRT1/RM109 LATERAL ROOT LESS 1 ND Chhun et al. [6] Lateral rootless, resistance

to 2,4-D, altered root gravity
LRT2 LATERAL ROOT LESS 2 ND Wang et al. [92] Lateral rootless, resistance to

2,4-D, altered root gravity
RH2 ROOT HAIRLESS 2 ND Suzuki et al. [88] Root hairless
SRT1/RM1/RM2 SHORT-ROOT 1 ND Ichii and Ishikawa

[36]
Reduced root length

SRT2/LM10 SHORT-ROOT 2 ND Liang and Ichii [65] Root cell length
SRT3 SHORT-ROOT 3 ND Yi et al. [96] ND
SRT4 SHORT-ROOT 4 ND Ichii and Ishikawa

[36]
ND

SRT5 SHORT-ROOT 5 ND Yao et al. [95] Sugar deficiency, inhibition
of root length

SRT6 SHORT-ROOT 6 ND Yao et al. [94] ABA insensitive, inhibition
of early root elongation

ALF1/AEM1 ALTERED LATERAL
ROOT FORMATION 1

ND Debi et al. [16] Shorter lateral roots and
proliferation of lateral roots

RRL1 REDUCED ROOT LENGTH ND Inukai et al. [38] Reduced root length for
mature cells

RRL2 REDUCED ROOT LENGTH ND Inukai et al. [38] Reduced root length, meristem
size, RAM cell divisions

RT1 ROOT GROWTH INHIBITING 1 ND Fustuhara and
Kitano [27]

Root elongation, root number

ARM1 AUXIN RESISTANT MUTANT 1 ND Chhun et al. [7] Resistance to 2,4-D, fewer lateral
roots, shorter roots

ARM2 AUXIN RESISTANT MUTANT 2 ND Chhun et al. [7] Resistance to 2,4-D, fewer lateral
roots, auxin uptake

DES DIAMETER OF SEMINAL ROOT ND Wan et al. [91] ND
OSHOX1 ORYZA SATIVA HOMEOBOX 1 HD-Zip transcription

factor
Meijer et al. [69] Procambium cell fate commitment

GLR3.1 GLUTAMATE RECEPTOR 3.1 Glutamate receptor Li et al. [64] QC, RAM mitotic activity
OSSCR ORYZA SATIVA SCR GRAS transcription

factor
Kamiya et al. [46] QC, endodermis asymmetric

cell division
QHB QUIESCENT CENTER SPECIFIC

HOMEOBOX
HB transcription factor Kamiya et al. [47] RAM QC

OSCYT-INV1 ORYZA SATIVA CYT-INV1 Alkaline/neutral invertase Jia et al. [41] Root cell length reduced
OSGNA1 ORYZA SATIVA GLUCOSAMINE-6-P

ACETYLTRANSFERASE
glucosamine-6-P
acetyltransferase

Jiang et al. [44] Root elongation

ND not determined
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flooding conditions: from the outside in, the epidermis, the
ground tissue made of four tissues (exodermis, sclerenchyma
cell layer, midcortex or mesodermis, and endodermis), and the
central cylinder are present (Fig. 3a, b, d). The epidermis,
exodermis, sclerenchyma, and endodermis, each of which
consists of a single layer of cells, are found in all root types.
Beneath the epidermis, the exodermis is the outermost layer
that protects old roots when the epidermis collapses; in this
scenario, the exodermis plays functions like the epidermis
with regard to water and nutrient uptake. The remaining
exodermis is then sustained by the heavily lignified
sclerenchyma layer. This layer could function to limit oxygen
and gas diffusion from the root to limit anoxic stress, an
anatomical adaptation shared by many aquatic plants.

In contrast to the other ground tissues, the mesodermis
is composed of four to five cell layers in the radicle,
which will differentiate into a lysigenous–schizogenous
aerenchyma with intercellular spaces that develop into

large lacunae. First, during mesodermis differentiation,
the cells become round and spaces between cells are
generated. These intercellular spaces are called schizo-
genous spaces. Later, programmed cell death of meso-
dermal cells produces cellular spaces called lysigenous
spaces. Lysogeny results in a typical radial morphology
that includes strands of surviving cortical cells separated
by gas spaces [23]. Aerenchyma is regarded as a tissue
that is devoted to gas exchange from the shoot and acts as
a reservoir of oxygen that is required for root respiration
under flooding conditions. Development of the aerenchy-
ma is observed in several aquatic plants species and can
also be induced by submergence or anoxia in maize [87].
In comparison, aerenchyma formation is constitutive in
rice, and cell death is assumed to represent a part of the
developmental process. The aerenchyma is visible in all
rice root types, excluding the small lateral roots that
possess no mesodermis layer. Finally, the innermost cell

ra
cr

slr

a

b

llr

c

ecr

Fig. 1 Root architecture. (A)
Morphology of the embryonic
root system of seedling cv Nip-
ponbare, 1 week after germina-
tion. (B) Morphology of the rice
root system 40 days after ger-
mination. (C) Detail of a crown
root 40 days after germination.
ra, radicle; ecr, embryonic
crown root; cr, crown root; llr,
large lateral root; slr, small
lateral root; scale bars (A) 1 cm,
(B) 5 cm, (C) 1 cm.
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layer of the ground tissue system is the endodermis.
Endodermal cells contain the Casparian strip, which is
made of suberin and surrounds the entire cell. The
Casparian strip was more developed when the roots were
grown in soil but remained poorly developed when the
roots were fostered under hydroponic conditions. Endo-
dermal cells represent a resistant apoplastic barrier to
water and nutrition flow and are known to ensure selective
transfer through cell symplasts between the mesodermis
and the central cylinder (Fig. 3b).

The organization of the central cylinder organization,
with a polyarch structure containing several xylem vessels
alternating with phloem, is typical of monocotyledons
(Fig. 3b). Xylem forms ridges with the youngest vessels,
designated protoxylem, crossing the pericycle. The differ-
entiation of xylem and phloem is centripetal. In the radicle,
one or two large central metaxylem vessels are found in the
middle of the stele, surrounded by six to eight smaller
metaxylem vessels. In these roots, six to seven phloem
sieve tube members alternate with the xylem vessels. The
phloem is composed of several cell types organized
similarly to that of each protophloem sieve tube member,
which is associated with two companion cells, and the
metaphloem sieve element formed a characteristic symmet-
rical pattern (Fig. 3c). The space between the xylem and
phloem is filled with sclerenchyma fibers (Fig. 3b), and the
pericycle represents the external cell layer of the central
cylinder. Figure 3d summarizes the typical radial anatomy
of the rice radicle root.

The four rice root types display closely related, but distinct,
radial anatomies

The morphology of the other rice root types is quite similar
to that of the radicle, although various sizes are observed
(Fig. 4). The diameter of a mature crown root (∼1,700 μm)
is twice that of the radicle (∼800 μm). The diameters of the
large and small lateral roots are ∼370 and ∼160 μm,
respectively; therefore, a tenfold ratio is observed between
crown and small lateral roots. The observed variation in
crown root diameter depends on the position of emergence
along the stem. The diameter of crown roots tends to
become larger during formation of phytomers, until a
maximum is reached at the tenth phytomer; they then
become smaller [50]. The values obtained herein are
illustrative of root diameter variations observed in cv
Nipponbare. An examination of transverse sections of the
radicle (Fig. 4a), a crown root (Fig. 4), a large lateral root
(Fig. 4c), and a small lateral root (Fig. 4d) using
autofluorescence of root cell walls under UV illumination
allowed for comparison of radial organization. The four rice
root types exhibit clear distinctions between the three parts:
the epidermal tissue, the ground tissues, and the central
cylinder. Although the radial anatomy of the crown roots
(Fig. 4b) and large lateral roots (Fig. 4c) is very similar to
that of the radicle, small lateral roots exhibit a much simpler
internal structure. The main difference is observed in the
contribution of the mesodermis aerenchyma cell layer
number to root width, which ranges from three in a large
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shoot synchronism. a Definition
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(phytomer) is made up of a tiller
bud, a leaf, and a node. Note the
position of the upper and lower
roots. b Schematic view of
internal stem structure and the
position of the embryonic roots.
C = coleoptilar phytomer. c
Synchronized emergence of
leaves and crown roots. Arbi-
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successive internodes of the
stem.
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lateral root (Fig. 4c) to five in the radicle (Fig. 4a) and ten
in a mature crown root (Fig. 4b). Small lateral roots
demonstrate no cell layer between the endodermis and the
sclerenchyma; they also have no aerenchyma (Fig. 4d). The
polyarch structure of the stele is also visible in all root
types, with one or two large central metaxylem vessels
present in the large lateral roots (Fig. 4c) and four to five
vessels in the crown roots (Fig. 4b). The central metaxylem
vessels are surrounded by nine to 12 metaxylem vessels in
crown roots and four to five metaxylem vessels in large
lateral roots. Small lateral roots do not have a central
metaxylem vessel; rather, they possess two to three
metaxylem vessels. The number of phloem sieve tube
members range from two in small lateral roots to four in
large lateral roots and to six to seven in the radicle and ten
to 11 in crown roots. If the same central cylinder
organization was shared between the radicle, crown roots,
and large lateral roots, the number of cell layers in the stele

would increase from small to large roots. Large lateral roots
belong to two different types, L and T, based on [60]; the
only difference between them is that the sclerenchyma layer
is missing in T-type roots.

The root-hair differentiation pattern in rice is typical
of monocot species

Root hairs differentiate from epidermal cells, and their
patterning has been extensively studied in A. thaliana,
which exhibits a distinct position-dependent pattern of root-
hair cells and nonhair cells [29]. Root-hair cells (tricho-
blasts) are present outside the intercellular space between
underlying cortical cells, whereas nonhair (atrichoblasts)
cells can be found adjacent to cortical cells. This radial
pattern is clearly absent in rice, in which all epidermal cell
files bear root hairs. However, within each epidermal cell
file, a root-hair epidermal cell (the shorter cell) is always
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Fig. 3 Radial anatomy of a
radicle. (A) Transverse section
of a radicle, ∼2 cm from the root
tip, stained with formaldehyde
safranin glycerin acetic acid.
Lignins are stained in red, while
celluloses are stained in blue.
Beneath epidermis, exodermis is
the outer layer that protects old
root when the epidermis collap-
ses; the exodermis plays epider-
mis-like function and is
sustained by the heavily ligni-
fied sclerenchyma layer. Aeren-
chyma is regarded as a tissue
that is devoted to gas exchange
from shoot and represents a
specific adaptation to flooding
conditions. (B) Enlargement of
the root stele. Note the typical
polyarch structure of the stele
with alternance of xylem and
phloem (C) Detail of the phloem
vessels. Note the characteristic
symmetrical pattern of phloem.
(D) A schematic representation
of radicle transverse organiza-
tion. Cell types are color-coded,
as defined in the figure. ep,
epidermis; ex, exodermis; sc,
sclerenchyma layer; me, meso-
dermis; ae, aerenchyma lacunae;
en, endodermis; pe, pericycle;
mx, metaxylem; cmx, central
metaxylem; pp, protophloem;
cc, companion cells; mp, meta-
phloem; pc, endodermis passage
cell; px, protoxylem; ph, phlo-
em. Scale bars (A) 50 μm, (B)
25 μm, (C) 5 μm, (D) 50 μm.
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adjacent to a non-root-hair cell (the longer cell), suggesting
that the root-hair epidermal cell appears after the single cell
division that generates the root-hair cell and non-root-hair
cell [51]. The A. thaliana root-hair patterning type is shared
by all species of the Brassicae genus [29], whereas the rice
pattern (i.e., a short cell bearing a root hair alternating on
the same file with a long, non-root-hair cell) is typical of
monocotyledonous plants [9], as well as ferns and basal
angiosperms [59]. Recent results have demonstrated that
downstream cis-regulatory modules for root-hair-specific
gene expression are conserved across angiosperms, despite
divergence of upstream fate-determining machinery. These
divergent processes are responsible for the distinctive root-
hair patterning observed in the root epidermis [59].
Asymmetric division gives rise to the alternating short and
long cells present in epidermal cell files. The distal

daughter of the initiating mitosis becomes the trichoblast
in Poacees (including rice), Juncaceae, Restionaceae, and
Cyperaceae, although this role is played by the proximal
daughter cell among most other monocots, generating a
vertical pattern [10]. When the function of root hairs
declines, they are shed from the root together with the
epidermal cells. The exodermis then becomes lignified, so
as to maintain the root structure along with the sclerenchy-
ma cell layer.

A root-hairless rice mutant, root hairless 2 (rh2), was
identified during a screen of 60,000 M2 seedling following
treatment with 10−3 M NaN3 [88]. Besides the complete
absence of root hairs, there was also a strong reduction in
root length among all root types, as well as a strong
reduction in plant height. Nevertheless, the mutation does
not affect the number of crown roots or the morphology of
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Fig. 4 Comparative radial anat-
omy of a radicle, crown root,
and large lateral and small lat-
eral root. (A) Radicle transverse
section, ∼1.5 cm from the root
tip. (B) Crown root transverse
section, ∼6 cm from the root tip.
(C) Large lateral root transverse
section ∼2 cm from the root tip.
(D) Small lateral root transverse
section. All rice root types dis-
play closely related radial anat-
omies but with variations of the
number of mesodermal cell
layers. Pictures are not at the
same scale. ep, epidermis; ex,
exodermis; sc, sclerenchyma;
me, mesodermis; ae, aerenchy-
ma; en, endodermis; pe, pericy-
cle. Scale bars, 50 μm. All
observations were made under
UV illumination. Crown and
large lateral roots were collected
from 40-day-old plants, while
radicles and small lateral roots
were collected from 1-week-old
seedlings.
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leaves. In order to determine whether the phenotype of rh2
was due to an epidermal defect, Suzuki et al. performed
histological analyses of the root epidermal cells in rh2. The
epidermal cell length of rh2 atrichoblast cells did not differ
from that of control cells, suggesting that the mutation
specifically affects root-hair formation [88]. Indeed, rh2
exhibits only atrichoblasts that display a similar cell length
to control atrichoblasts. The trichoblasts in the control lines
are always shorter than atrichoblasts, suggesting that the
epidermal cell division that produces trichoblasts is missing
in rh2 and that only atrichoblasts are present. rh2 was also
resistant to 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and
naphthalene acetic acid (NAA). Both induced production
of root hairs in rh2 that were shorter than those observed in
the control lines. The gene corresponding to the mutation
has not yet been identified. In A. thaliana, numerous genes
involved in root-hair development have been identified
[29]. Based on a comparison between the rh2 phenotype
and root-hair mutants identified in A. thaliana, TRANS-
PARENT TESTA GLABRA (TTG) [28], GLABRA 2 (GL2)
[68], and WEREWOLF (WER) [62] genes are good
candidates for RH2 because all epidermal cells differentiate
into root hairs in the corresponding mutant lines. Alterna-
tively, RH2 could represent a novel component of root-hair
development that is missing in A. thaliana as very few truly
root-hairless mutants (i.e., without any root hairs) have
been identified in A. thaliana.

Origin of root types

The radicle initiates during embryogenesis
and its differentiation is dependant on auxin

Morphological differentiation of the embryo begins 4 days
after pollination (DAP) [40]. Three organs are clearly
defined at this stage: the coleoptile, the shoot apical
meristem, and the root apical meristem (RAM). Most of
the morphogenic events are completed at 10 DAP; at
20 DAP, the rice embryo is dormant [40]. The RAM of the
seminal root will then be reactivated during germination.

Three radicleless mutants, radicleless 1 (ral1), radicle-
less 2 (ral2), and radicleless 3 (ral3), were identified
among a total of 188 rice embryo mutants [35]. In the ral1
mutant, the basal structures of the embryo, including the
mesocotyl and radicle, are missing [80]. Moreover, the
mutant develops fewer crown and lateral roots than the wild
type. The diameter of ral1 roots is reduced since the
numbers of xylem poles, phloem vessels, and cortical cell
layers are reduced, as is the diameter of the metaxylem
cells. The ral1 mutant is also impaired at maturity; ral1
plants are smaller and possess shorter leaves. The ral1
mutant is defective in vascular pattern development both

during embryogenesis and postembryonically. Using a
procambium-specification marker, ORYZA SATIVA HO-
MEOBOX 1 (OsHOX1) fused to a beta-glucuronidase
(GUS) reporter gene, Scarpella et al. demonstrated that the
vascular patterning defects arise early during procambium
differentiation and that the leaf venation pattern is also
affected. OsHOX1 is an early marker of provascular
differentiation. When the fate of procambial cells is
specified, Oshox1 is required to limit the developmental
potential of procambial cells [78]. Moreover, ral1 is also
defective in auxin sensation and response. The ral1
mutation thus reveals a connection between embryo
formation, vascular tissue development, and auxin percep-
tion–response. Unfortunately, the molecular nature of the
RAL1 gene remains unknown.

Crown roots differentiate from the stem by a mechanism
involving auxin and LOB transcription factors

In A. thaliana, adventitious roots can sporadically emerge
from endodermal cells in the stem and from the pericycle in
hypocotyls [24, 84]. In rice, the crown root primordia
originate from ground meristem cells in the parenchyma
adjacent to the peripheral cylinder of the vascular bundles
in stems [40]; crown root primordia are established before
the emergence of stem leaves [40]. The development of
crown roots has been previously described in detail [40].
Briefly, crown root primordia initial cells are produced by
periclinal divisions of parenchyma cells (stage Cr1),
followed by the establishment of the epidermis–endodermis
initial cells, central cylinder cells, and root cap initial cells
(stage Cr2). The QHB [47] and ORYZA SATIVA SCARE-
CROW (OsSCR) [46] genes, which are specifically
expressed in the QC and endodermis, respectively, are first
expressed in the outer layer derived from the first periclinal
division (Cr1) of parenchyma cells. Two layers, the
epidermis and endodermis, are then established in stage
Cr3 by periclinal divisions of the epidermis–endodermis
initial. The endodermal cells then form cortical cells via
several periclinal divisions of the endodermis initial (stage
Cr4). Expression of OsSCR is downregulated in the
daughter cortex cells. The columella is formed by periclinal
divisions that occur during stage Cr5, and the large central
metaxylem is also formed at this time. Basic root
organization is completed in step Cr5, at which time all
root tissues are visible. Root growth is preceded by the
induced cell death of epidermal cells in the node external to
the tip of the root primordium [70, 86].

crown rootless 1 (crl1) and crown rootless 2 (crl2) were
isolated from MNU and γ-ray M2 mutant populations
screens, respectively, in rice [37]. crl1 is specifically
impaired in crown root initiation, while crl2 is impaired
in the initiation and subsequent elongation of crown roots.
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Furthermore, crl2 shows many additional abnormal mor-
phological characteristics [37]. adventitious rootless 1
(arl1) was isolated as a tissue culture-derived rice mutant
defective in adventitious root formation [67]. arl1 and crl2
are partially sterile, while crl1 grows almost normally and
produces normal panicles. CRL1 and CRL2 are not allelic,
and crown root initiation can be partially rescued only in
crl1 following treatment with 10 μM α-NAA; this
confirms that crl1 and crl2 mutations correspond to two
different genes [37]. In contrast, CRL1 and ARL1 are
allelic and have been isolated from two cultivars by
positional cloning [39, 67]. CRL1 encodes a lateral organ
boundary (LOB) family transcription factor, the expres-
sion of which is regulated by auxin through an auxin
response factor (ARF). The plant-specific LOB/AS2
family contains 43 members in A. thaliana and 35
members in rice [83]. crl1 and arl1 mutants develop a
normal radicle but form no crown root primordium,
indicating that CRL1/ARL1 is a master gene for crown
root primordium formation. In both mutants, several
additional auxin-related phenotypic traits are visible,
including a decrease in lateral root number, auxin
insensitivity in lateral root formation, and impaired root
gravitropism. GUS expression analyses using the auxin
maximum reporter DR5::GUS indicate that CRL1 expres-
sion colocalizes with the maximum expression level of
auxin in the roots and stem [39]. In conclusion, the CRL1
protein is a positive regulator of crown root and lateral
root formation, and its expression is regulated by an ARF
via the auxin pathway. Interestingly, in A. thaliana, several
studies have shown that adventitious and lateral root
formation is under auxin control [3]. However, the
argonaute 1 (ago1) mutant forms a minimal number of
adventitious roots, but ago1 roots are able to form normal
lateral roots. These data support the hypothesis that
different regulatory pathways control lateral root and
crown root formation not only in cereals [34] but also in
dicotyledons. Functional analysis of ARF17 demonstrated
that this gene is a major regulator of adventitious root
development in A. thaliana [84]. Several ARFs regulate
the expression of LOB genes involved in lateral root
formation [72]. Indeed, the expression of LBD16, LDB29,
LBD17, and LBD18 [72] is reduced in arf7/arf19 single or
double mutants. In A. thaliana, LBD16 seems to be
involved in lateral root formation [61]. LBD16, LDB29,
LBD17, and LBD18 genes are the closest homologs of the
ARL1/CRL1 gene in rice based on phylogenetic analyses
of the LOB family. Taken together, these results suggest
that similar pathways for adventitious formation may exist
in rice and A. thaliana despite differences in the cellular
origin. Moreover, there exists partially overlapping genetic
networks shared during lateral and adventitious root
formation.

Lateral roots originate from pericycle and endodermis cells,
and their differentiation is regulated by auxin

Lateral roots in rice arise from anticlinal symmetrical
divisions in the pericycle and endodermal cells located
opposite to the protophloem and between two protoxylem
poles. Lateral root cap cells originate from the endodermis,
while epidermis, ground tissues, columella, and stele
originate from the pericycle [54]. The first lateral root
primordia are visible ∼1.5 mm from the root tip. Longitu-
dinal sections of the radicles of rice seedlings were stained
and observed to evaluate early steps of small lateral root
development. Figure 5a shows the earliest evidence of
lateral root initiation, which precedes several periclinal and
anticlinal divisions (Fig. 5b,c) leading to root emergence
via breakage of all the tissues (Fig. 5d). Lateral root
initiation occurs opposite to the protophloem (Fig. 5c–e).
The connection between the vascular system of a small
lateral root and the radicle is shown in Fig. 5e. Lateral root
primordia are derived from at least two cells from the
pericycle and two cells from the endodermis (Fig. 5a).
Several anticlinal divisions occur in both layers, increasing
the number of cells in the small lateral root primordium
(Fig. 5b). In small lateral roots, the root cap originates from
endodermal cells, while the epidermis, ground, and stele
tissues are derived from the pericycle (Fig. 5c). At later
stages, the number of layers in the small lateral root
primordium increases by successive periclinal divisions in
the pericycle-derived layer (Fig. 5d). In Fig. 5d, the root
primordium is almost ready to emerge from the primary
root. A more detailed description of the formation of the
lateral can be found in [54]. Indeed, it seems that some of
the lateral root primordial cells originating from the
endodermis generate a “tasche,” a temporary structure that
is later replaced by a new root cap, although some cells of
endodermal origin will form the lateral root epidermis. The
primary root cap of crown roots is a temporary structure in
rice [58] and is replaced a few days later by a root cap that
originates from the pericycle cells. These results suggest
that a similar process also exists concerning the lateral root
cap origin. A more detailed analysis, similar to that of [21],
is therefore required to better understand lateral root
formation in rice and to clarify whether the endodermal
origin of the root cap is a temporary structure that is later
replaced by cells of pericycle origin. Two kinds of lateral
roots can originate from primary roots: the large lateral
roots and the small lateral roots. The development of their
corresponding primordia is similar, except that, at a very
early stage, additional periclinal cell divisions in the
endodermal cell layer produce additional mesodermis cell
layers in the large lateral roots [54].

A mutant named Lateral rootless 1 (Lrt1/Rm109) that is
resistant to 2,4-D was isolated after screening a large
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population of M2 seeds treated with NaN3 [6, 31]. Lrt1 has a
specific phenotype: it lacks lateral roots and also demon-
strates altered gravitropism and root-hair formation. The
mutation is dominant, suggesting that it is a gain of function.
No significant differences were observed between Lrt1 and
the control line regarding plant height, the number of crown
roots, or seminal root length. Lrt1 is also resistant to indole-
3-butyric acid, a natural auxin that was identified in
monocots. While the molecular function of the gene is
unknown, Lrt1 is similar in appearance to the Solitary-root/
iaa14 (Slr1) mutation described in A. thaliana [26], as the
mutation is dominant and the phenotype described for A.
thaliana is very similar to that observed for rice. The Slr1
mutant completely lacks lateral roots and is defective in root-
hair formation and the gravitropic response of the root.
Moreover, Slr1 is also resistant to auxin, and formation of
lateral roots can be only slightly induced by auxin [26]. The
Slr-1 mutation blocks early cell divisions in the lateral roots.
SLR1 encodes IAA14, a member of the auxin–indole acetic
acid (Aux/IAA) protein family; the mutation corresponds to
a single amino acid substitution in the second of four highly
conserved domains. IAA14 represses auxin-induced gene
expression and acts as a transcriptional repressor. Aux/IAA
repressors function in combination with the ARF transcrip-

tion factor and dimerize in an auxin-regulated manner. The
Slr1 mutation affects the degradation of IAA14 in response
to auxin. For this reason, Slr1 constitutively inactivates
ARF7 and ARF19 functions, thereby blocking lateral root
initiation [26]. In rice, initiation of crown roots is normal in
the Lrt1 mutant [6, 31], suggesting that the dominant Lrt1
mutation affects only lateral root development and that
lateral and crown root formation can be genetically resolved.
Positional cloning of Lrt1 will allow for a better understand-
ing of lateral root developmental mechanisms in rice and
will aid in unraveling the genetic pathways responsible for
lateral and crown root formation.

RAM structure and initials of Oryza sativa roots

RAM structure

Closed meristem, cell convergence, and the distinction
between structural and functional initials

In rice roots, all tissues originate from the RAM, which is
composed of three histogens, a calyptrogen (root cap), a
dermatogen–periblem complex (all tissues from epidermis
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Fig. 5 Small lateral root origin.
a First anticlinal cell division
visible in the pericycle and
endodermis. b A later stage in
which two additional anticlinal
divisions of the inner cell layer
are visible. c Periclinal divisions
inside the lateral root primordi-
um giving rise to two inner cell
layers. d At the later stage,
almost all of the future lateral
root cell layers are visible: the
lateral root is ready to emerge.
a–d Longitudinal sections of a
radicle stained with naphthol
blue black. e Transverse section
of a radicle root through a lateral
root showing the vascular con-
nection between the primary
root and the lateral root (illumi-
nated under UV). en, endoder-
mis; pe, pericycle; rc, future root
cap; ep, epidermis. Scale bars
(a–e) 25 μm.
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to endodermis), and plerome (stele tissues) surrounding a
putative quiescent center (QC; Fig. 6a,b).

In A. thaliana, the small cells surrounding the QC are
defined as the initials [81]. It is tempting to define the small
groups of cells at the convergence point as root initials in
rice by reference to A. thaliana, but the size of the QC was
shown to be much larger in Poaceae and in most of plants
with larger roots than those of A. thaliana [8]. In maize, the
meristem is large, and most of the cell divisions directly
abut the QC [43], suggesting that the small group of initials
in the lineage convergence region is not the principal source
of most of the new root cells. Barlow [1] considered the QC
to be part of a founder zone containing cells possessing
variable amounts of “stemness.” Barlow defined two types
of initials cells: functional and structural cells. The former
type divides frequently, directly abuts the QC surface, and
represents the source of most new root tissue derivatives;
the latter type divides infrequently and is involved in the
replacement and addition of new functional initials. These
structural and functional initial cells are also active during
embryogenesis, or soon after germination, in setting up the
root cell layers, and in RAM structure. In this respect, the
stem cells of A. thaliana, like the endodermis–cortical
initials, are structural initials. Indeed, the A. thaliana stem
cells divide much less frequently than the surrounding cells
[4, 19], and most endodermis–cortical initial divisions are
observed a few days after germination, whereas the cortical
layer, an outer cell layer, is established 1 week later [2, 73].
Three weeks later, a middle cortex cell layer is produced via
additional periclinal cell divisions in the endodermis distal
to the endodermis–cortical initial [2, 73].

QC and putative structural initials in rice

Rice RAM belongs to the closed meristem type, with
structural initial layers arranged in three tiers. The first tier,

made up of the peripheral root cap and columella initial
cells, produces the root cap and columella. The second tier
is made up of epidermis–endodermis initial cells. Finally,
the last tier is made up of stele initial cells. The RAM
structure of the rice radicle appears to be very similar to that
of maize [42]. The maize RAM QC is very large [42, 43]
and contains 800–1,000 cells [42, 43]. There is, to our
knowledge, no information on the QC size in rice based on
classical techniques, such as 3H or BrdU incorporation.
Some recent molecular analyses suggest that the QC is
rather small in rice. QHB is the ortholog of WUSCHEL
RELATED HOMEOBOX 5 (WOX5), which is specifically
expressed in the QC of A. thaliana [30]. QHB is also
specifically expressed in three to four cells of the rice RAM
[47], and OsSCR overlaps with QHB expression in these
four cells, as it does in A. thaliana, suggesting that these
cells define the QC. This pattern of expression tentatively
suggests that the rice QC is very small. Nevertheless, no
additional experiments support this view. For instance,
Umeda et al. [89] analyzed the expression of four CDK
genes (CDS2OS1, CDC2OS2, CDC2OS3, and R2) by in
situ hybridization in rice roots. CDS2OS1 and CDC2OS2
were expressed throughout the cell cycle, and analysis of
their expression in the RAM revealed a large region at the
root tip extremity with almost no expression of these two
genes, suggesting that a broad QC exists in rice [89].
Moreover, Clowes [8] demonstrated that Poaceae roots
have a large QC. This apparent contradiction can be
resolved if we imagine that the QC extends beyond QHB
expression. For instance, the root expression of the ZmSCR
ortholog is similar in maize to that described for A.
thaliana. It is found only in a single cell layer and extends
inside the QC [66], suggesting that, in Poaceae, the
overlapping expression of A. thaliana WOX5 and SCR
orthologs does not define the QC. Moreover, since there is
clearly a correlation between QC size and RAM size in

Exodermis
Sclerenchyma layer
Mesodermis
Endodermis
Pericycle
Fibers

Phloem
Metaxylem

Epidermis

ba

Fig. 6 Median longitudinal
view of a radicle root tip
deduced from anatomical obser-
vations. a Cell types are color-
coded according to Fig. 3.
b Schematic drawing of cellular
patterns and cell files in RAM.
The tissues of cap, stele, and
epidermis–endodermis are dis-
crete and converge inside the
RAM.
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plants [8], the QC size in the RAMs of the four rice root
types and in crown roots of different diameters probably
differs. Additional studies, including mitotic index and
BrdU studies, are needed before any definitive conclusion
can be made regarding the RAM QC size in rice.

Transformants harboring a QHB-promoter-GUS fusion
and in situ hybridization demonstrate that QHB is specif-
ically expressed in the central cells of the QC in the root
[47]. Different patterns of QHB expression are found
between the radicle and crown roots, suggesting differences
in their developmental mechanisms. None of the trans-
formants expressing antisense or RNA interference target-
ing QHB displayed a phenotype. Among overexpressing
lines, the ten plants with the most severe phenotypes did
not develop any crown roots, but the radicles and lateral
roots appeared normal. The severity of the phenotype was
correlated with the level of QHB expression. Rice plants
overexpressing the A. thaliana WUS gene display a similar
phenotype to that of QHB-overexpressing lines, including
dwarfism and multiple shoots with malformed leaves [47].
This last result suggests that a significant part of the
phenotype observed in QHB-overexpressing plants is
related to the expression of QHB in all tissues but is not
directly related to normal QHB function. Hence, it is
difficult to come to any conclusion regarding the precise
function of QHB in rice. QHB is the ortholog of two A.
thaliana genes, WUSCHEL RELATED HOMEOBOX 7
(AtWOX7) and AtWOX5. While there are no data available
concerning the function or expression pattern of AtWOX7 in
A. thaliana, a recent paper demonstrated that AtWOX5 is
specifically expressed in the RAM QC and that a loss of
function in AtWOX5 causes terminal differentiation in the
distal stem cells, the columella initials [76]. Moreover, the
activity of AtWOX5 is redundant, provoking the differenti-
ation of proximal meristems, including procambium and
cortical–endodermal initials, together with another regulator
[76]. AtWOX7 might be a candidate for this redundant
regulator; however, its function remains unknown.

A short root rice mutant was isolated by screening a T-
DNA insertion library [64]. The mutant is defective in root
elongation in all root types during the first 2 weeks after
germination. After 2 weeks, the length of newly emergent
roots is normal relative to the wild type, suggesting that this
mutation specifically affects early root growth. Using
thermal asymmetric interlaced polymerase chain reaction,
the authors identified the site of the T-DNA insertion
responsible for the mutant phenotype. The T-DNA was
found to be inserted in the first intron of the 5’-untranslated
region of a glutamate-receptor-like gene called GLR3.1
[64]. Complementation of the mutation was achieved using
a 7.6-kb genomic DNA fragment containing the promoter
and coding region of GLR3.1. GLR3.1 is expressed at a low
level in roots and shoots and GLR3.1 could form

homomultimeric complexes, a common feature of animal
glutamate receptors. More interestingly, GLR3.1 was found
to be critical for the mitotic activity of the RAM. Using
BrdU incorporation as a marker of mitotic activity in RAM,
the authors demonstrate that the mutant displayed a lower
level of BrdU at the QC site compared to the control.
Moreover, BrdU incorporation was detected in the lateral
root cap initial cells only in the mutant line. The enhanced
mitotic activity in the RAM of the mutant is linked to
premature cell differentiation. Altogether, these results
highlight the fact that the reduced QC size in the mutant
induces a decrease in cell division and premature cell
differentiation in the rice RAM. Additional cell layers are
found in the lateral root cap of the mutant [64], confirming
this hypothesis. In animals, Glu receptors may be involved
in neuronal cell death [13]. In the glr3.1 mutant, excessive
programmed cell death, as detected by the terminal
transferase uridyl nick end labeling assay, was observed
throughout the RAM. In contrast, in the control line,
programmed cell death was restricted mainly to the lateral
root cap. In conclusion, GLR3.1 seems to be involved in
root development in rice and to act as a regulator of cell
death and cell proliferation. The function of glutamate
receptors remains obscure in plants; however, several recent
publications suggest that L-glutamate acts as a specific
exogenous signal to modulate root growth and branching
[17, 90]. Furthermore, L-glutamate activity is not related to
its action in amino acid metabolism; rather, it acts
specifically as an exogenous signal, and perception of L-
glutamate occurs in the root tip [90]. Specifically, 50 mM L-
glutamate inhibits cell division in A. thaliana primary roots
but not in lateral roots [90]. Together, these results suggest
that L-glutamate and Glu receptors modulate RAM mitotic
activity in plants.

Peripheral root cap and columella initial cells
(calyptrogens)

The root cap is made up of columella and peripheral root
cap cells that arise from a group of initial cells [57]. The
columella cells are produced through periclinal divisions of
columella initials (Fig. 7, white arrows), whereas peripheral
root cap cells are produced via periclinal divisions (Fig. 7b,
black arrow), followed by additional rounds of anticlinal
divisions. This results in the sloughing off of peripheral
root cap cells, which aids in root penetration into the soil. A
similar pattern of root cap development is observed in all
rice root types (see also below and Fig. 7b). Columella cells
differentiate later and contain numerous amyloplasts in-
volved in the gravity response. Therefore, root cap cell
production appears to occur totally independent of other
tissues. This observation explains why the root cap fully
surrounds the meristematic zone. Columella cells derive
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from the periclinal divisions of a single layer in both A.
thaliana and rice. However, peripheral root cap cells are
produced through the initial periclinal division of a
common epidermis–peripheral root cap initial in A. thaliana
[19], whereas, in rice, peripheral root cap formation occurs
via periclinal divisions of columella root cap initial,
followed by anticlinal cell divisions. The cortical origin of
rice epidermal cells is a classical feature of monocots, as
well as some basal angiosperms [10], while the common
origin of the lateral root cap and epidermis in A. thaliana is
fairly typical of dicotyledonous roots [10].

Epidermis–endodermis structural initial cells
(the dermatogen–periblem complex)

Just between the columella initials and the stelar pole, a
single layer of epidermis–endodermis structural initial cells
is visible and represents the origin of the epidermis and all
ground cell layers (Fig. 7b). These initials belong to the
dermatogen–periblem complex [52, 53]. The first anticlinal
cell division (Fig. 7b, dotted arrow) generates two daughter
cells. The first regenerates the initial, and the other
generates the endodermis initial, which gives rise to the
epidermis and all ground tissues after seven to eight
asymmetric periclinal divisions (Fig. 7b, yellow arrows).
The first asymmetric periclinal division produces the
epidermis and endodermis, based on the cell wall positions.
The external epidermal cells repeat their anticlinal divi-

sions, but without any additional periclinal divisions, to
form a cell monolayer. The endodermis undergoes several
rounds of asymmetric periclinal divisions to generate,
successively, the exodermis, the sclerenchyma, and all of
the cortical cell layers (Fig. 7b) [52]. Differences in cortical
cell layers between the crown, radicle, and large lateral and
small lateral roots can then be easily explained by differ-
ences in the number of asymmetric periclinal cell divisions
that occur during embryogenesis and/or root primordia
formation [53]. Moreover, in small lateral roots, three
sequential periclinal divisions likely occur, giving rise to
the epidermis, exodermis, sclerenchyma, and endodermis
(Fig. 8, yellow arrows) but with no additional mesodermis
layer that later differentiates into aerenchyma in all other
root types. Thus, the meristem in the lateral root seems to
work similarly to that in other root types, and the same
pattern of division in initials previously described for the
radicle meristem is observed in short lateral roots: periclinal
divisions for columella initials (red arrows, Fig. 8), anticli-
nal divisions for peripheral root cap initials (white arrow,
Fig. 8), and periclinal divisions resulting in epidermis to
endodermis formation (yellow arrows, Fig. 8). Therefore,
seven to eight periclinal divisions of the endodermis initials
are observed in the radicle, while up to 15 to 16 can be
observed in the crown root, five in the large lateral root, and
three in the small lateral root.

AtSCR is involved in the asymmetrical divisions that
generate separate endodermal and cortical cell lineages. The

Fig. 7 Cell division pattern of the lateral root cap, columella (a), and
epidermal endodermal initial cells (b). a Columella initials are
regenerated through a first anticlinal division (black arrows), whereas
peripheral root cap cells are formed following a first periclinal division
followed by several anticlinal divisions. Cell types are color-coded
according to Figs. 3 and 6. b Divisions of the epidermis–endodermis

initials. The dotted double arrow describes the first anticlinal division
near the QC that regenerates the initial and produces the epidermis–
endodermis-derived initial. Eight successive asymmetrical periclinal
cell divisions (yellow arrows) follow the first anticlinal division and
generate, successively, the epidermis–endodermis, sclerenchyma layer,
exodermis, and five layers of the cortex.
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continuous endodermal OsSCR expression in rice correlates
well with the function proposed for AtSCR in A. thaliana
[18]. SHORT-ROOT (AtSHR) expression occurs only in the
stele region, and a recent analysis of OsSHR [14] suggests
that OsSHR and AtSHR exhibit similar patterns of expres-
sion in rice and A. thaliana. In situ hybridization shows that
QHB and OsSCR expression overlap at the position of the
putative rice QC in RAM. Hence, these results suggest that
the function of OsSCR is probably similar in rice to that
described for A. thaliana (i.e., it is involved in the periclinal
cell division of endodermis–cortex initials and maintenance
of a QC stem cell niche). OsSCR is also expressed in the
stomata and ligule during asymmetric division, suggesting a
broader function of OsSCR, not only in roots but also in
stomata and ligules. The AtSCR protein blocks the
movement of AtSHR by sequestering it in the nucleus. In
rice, there are two putative orthologs to either AtSCR
(OsSCR1, OsSCR2) or AtSHR (OsSHR1, OsSHR2). AtSCR
and AtSHR proteins interact directly in yeast two-hybrid
assays. Using this experimental system, Cui et al. [14]
demonstrated that OsSCR1 interacts with AtSHR; whereas
OsSHR1 interact with AtSCR, suggesting that OsSCR1 and
OsSHR1 are probably the rice functional equivalents of
AtSCR and AtSHR, respectively. OsSHR2 does not interact
with OsSCR1 or AtSCR, while the interactions of OsSCR2
were not evaluated. These results reinforce the idea that at
least OsSHR1 and OsSCR1 in rice probably have functions
similar to AtSHR and AtSCR, respectively. Nevertheless, the
functions of these genes have yet to be determined in
planta, and their biological function in rice RAM remains
to be elucidated. Recently, a second periclinal division was
shown to occur and give rise to a second layer of cortex in
aging A. thaliana primary roots [2, 73]. This process seems
to be under the control of GA, AtSCR, and AtSHR.
Moreover, ectopic AtSHR expression induced formation of
several additional endodermal cell layers [32]. It would

therefore be interesting to determine if GA and/or variations
in OsSHR and OsSCR expression patterns can also affect
the number of endodermis periclinal divisions and might be
responsible for the observed variation in the number of
cortical cell layers in rice root types. Since several GA
biosynthesis and perception mutants are available in rice
[22, 75], this question, as well as the function of OsSCR
and OsSHR genes, should be addressed in the near future.

Stele initial cells

The epidermis–endodermis initials are immediately adja-
cent by the large cells that close the stelar pole, which, due
to their morphology, are called central cells (CCs; Fig. 9a).
These CCs have unique morphological features: they are
larger than their neighboring cells and can be clearly
discriminated from the surrounding meristematic cells (four
CCs are visible in Fig. 9 A2). The apparent absence of
pericycle cells during this stage suggests that the CCs form
the first layer of stele cells. The structural initials
surrounding the CCs undergo anticlinal divisions to
regenerate initials and produce daughter cells that will later
differentiate into xylem and phloem (Fig. 9).

A reproducible pattern of vessel formation can be
deduced via analysis of serial transverse sections of the
radicle [71]. The pericycle cells are first observed, followed
by the central metaxylem cell appearing just above the CCs
after the first anticlinal division of the central metaxylem
initial (Fig. 9a). Phloem sieve element formation occurs in
three steps. The first visible mother cell is adjacent to two
pericycle cells (Fig. 9 B1). An anticlinal division generates
the metaphloem cell together with an undifferentiated cell
(labeled mp and o, respectively, in Fig. 9 B2,B3). Next, the
undifferentiated cell undergoes two successive asymmetri-
cal cell divisions, and the small cells form the companion
cells surrounding a single protophloem cell (Fig. 9 B4,B5).
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Fig. 8 A median longitudinal view of a small lateral root visualized
under UV based on cell wall autofluorescence using a two-photon
laser scanning microscope. The same pattern as described for the
radicle meristem is observed: periclinal divisions for columella initials
(red arrows), anticlinal divisions for peripheral root cap initials (white

arrows), and three sequential periclinal divisions occur, giving rise to
epidermis, exodermis, sclerenchyma, and endodermis (yellow arrows).
cc, central cells; en, endodermis; pe, pericycle; sc, sclerenchyma layer;
ex, exodermis; ep, epidermis. Scale bar 50 μm.
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Fig. 9 Stele initial cells (A), serial sections of a single radicle (A1–A5),
and root vascularization (B and C): phloem vessel formation (B1–B6) and
xylem and protoxylem formation (C1–C8). (A) Longitudinal view. Dotted
lines indicate the approximate position of the transverse serial sections in
the RAM. (A1) Transverse section of epidermis–endodermis initials. (A2)
Transverse section of large central cells (CCs). (A3) Transverse section of
the first pericycle cells. (A4) Transverse section of the first central
metaxylem cell. (A5) Transverse section of the mature stele. Scale bars a
20 μm, (A1–A5) 25 μm. (B–C) Root vascularization deduced from
anatomical observations (B1–B6) Phloem formation. Phloem formation
occurs in three steps. An anticlinal division generates the metaphloem cell
(B2 and B3); next, the metaphloem sister cells undergoes two successive
asymmetrical divisions and the small cells form the companion cells (B4
and B5) surrounding a single protophloem cell. (C1–C8) xylem and
protoxylem formation. Metaxylem originates an initial cell adjacent to two

pericycle cells. (C1 and C2). Soon after, several anticlinal and periclinal
cell divisions surrounding the metaxylem cell form a single layer of small
cells around the metaxylem (C3 and C7). The two pericycle cells adjacent
to the metaxylem undergoes several periclinal and anticlinal divisions
(C4–C8) after metaxylem formation. These cells will then differentiate
later into protoxylem. Dotted lines represent cell divisions. Cells derived
from a single initial cell are underlined based on a color code. Blue,
phloem; red, metaxylem; green, protoxylem. Scale bars 10 μm. rc, root
cap; epi, epidermis–endodermis initial; me, mesodermis; en, endodermis;
cc, central cells; pe, pericycle; cmx, central metaxylem; ex, exodermis; ep,
epidermis; sc, sclerenchyma layer; mx, metaxylem; ph, phloem; px,
protoxylem, coi, columella initial, mp, metaphloem; pp, protophloem;
asterisk, initial cell of the phloem vessel; o, initial cell for the protophloem
and companion cells; x initial cell of the metaxylem vessel; coc,
companion cell.
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Note that none of the adjacent pericycle cells seem to
divide during phloem sieve element formation. Protophlo-
em differentiates first, followed by differentiation of the
metaphloem and its two companion cells (Fig. 9 B5,B6).
Metaxylem vessels originate via cell divisions of an initial
cell adjacent to two pericycle cells (Fig. 9 C1,C2). Soon
after, and concomitantly with metaphloem formation, the
development of a set of anticlinal and periclinal divisions
surrounding the growing metaxylem vessel (Fig. 9 C3–C7)
is visible, forming a single layer of small cells around the
xylem vessel (Fig. 9 C8). Just after metaxylem formation
(Fig. 9 C3), several periclinal and anticlinal divisions of the
adjacent pericycle cells are visible and produce a small set
of cells (Fig. 9 C4–C8) that are distinct from the remaining
pericycle cells. These cells will then differentiate into
protoxylem.

OSHOX1 is a homeodomain leucine zipper (HD-Zip)
protein that homodimerizes, but which can also hetero-
dimerize with other HD-Zip proteins [69]. Overexpression
of OSHOX1 anticipates the procambial cell fate and induces
premature vascular differentiation in the root and shoot
[78]. In fact, Oshox1 promotes polar auxin transport
capacity and supports procambial cell fate by increasing
auxin conductivity and stabilization against variations in
polar auxin transport [79].

Future directions

The study of molecular genetics of rice root development is
still in its infancy. The power of this approach in understand-
ing root development is highlighted by the characterization of
the crl1/arl1 mutant. This and other mutants affecting root
development have paved the way for the identification of
genetic networks related to the control of differentiation in
all rice root types. This, in turn, will aid in identifying key
regulators of root architecture and will generate potential
candidate genes for use in breeding programs.

However, the number of available mutants and known
genes involved in rice root development remains limited.
Molecular identification of root mutants is therefore needed
since only two have, as yet, been characterized. In contrast, a
total of 18 monogenetic mutants have been isolated in various
screens (Table 1). Some of these mutants are probably
involved in auxin-related processes, and a very few,
including rh2, Lrt1, and ral1, seems to be specifically
implicated in root-specific mechanisms. More sophisticated
mutant screen procedures are also required, using, for
instance, cell-specific marker lines or activation tagging
populations to identify new and very specific root patterning
genes. Several enhancer trap insertions lines are available in
rice and can serve this purpose. For instance, a population of
UAS-GAL4-GFP lines was screened, resulting in the
isolation of more than 100 lines displaying a cell-specific

pattern of expression in roots [45]. These resources will aid
in identifying very subtle root cell defects and broader
pleiotropic effects on overall plant development.

As described in the “Introduction,” numerous QTL
analyses have resulted in the mapping of several robust
QTLs with effects on root traits, including maximum root
length. Isolating these QTLs is a major goal since they will
not only identify genes involved in specific root processes
but will also reveal functions of genes of agronomical
interest. However, this approach is still limited by the high
plasticity of the root architecture; therefore, this strategy
requires a large population and progeny testing to finely
map the QTLs because most, if not all, of these QTLs have
only small effects. The combination of fine mapping,
candidate gene selection, and mutant studies will greatly
accelerate the isolation of root trait QTLs. A common
critical feature of all forward genetic approaches is the
development of high-throughput phenotyping protocols
that efficiently and reproducibly screen several hundred or
thousands of plants in order to identify either a few
recombinant in QTL fine mapping or a few mutant lines in
mutant screening.

Reverse genetics for rice genes orthologous to A. thaliana
root genes is also a promising approach. Several powerful
tools were recently developed for this purpose, including
several T-DNA collections totaling approximately 200,000
independent FST (http://orygenesdb.cirad.fr). Several bioin-
formatics tools have also been specifically developed for rice
reverse genetics [20] and for a genome-wide search of rice–
A. thaliana orthologs [11, 12]. Systematic functional studies
of rice–A. thaliana orthologs will not only need to be
extended to confirm what is known for A. thaliana but also
to characterize specific processes that have evolved inde-
pendently in monocots and dicots. Monocotyledons and
dicotyledons have evolved separately over the last 150
million years [5, 93], and a number of morphological and
physiological characteristics has become highly specialized
in monocotyledons [33]. Even if possible common molecular
mechanisms are evident, there is clearly a need for a more
complete comparison of the genic repertoires of A. thaliana–
O. sativa to formulate and drive hypotheses regarding the
molecular origin of anatomical–developmental differences.

The identification of key root developmental genes in
rice will help to identify those that explain a significant
portion of the natural variation in root traits. This will be
crucial for the development of new rice ideotypes that are
better armed against environmental challenges. Reciprocal-
ly, cloning of root QTLs will also reveal genes that are
relevant to root developmental networks. Both approaches
will be conducted in parallel over the coming years, and
analysis of the results should result in a more refined
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of root
development in rice and other cereals.
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